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INTRODUCTION 
Gently sloping sand beaches and coast al dunes 
extending inland are a distinctive f eature of ' the Nor th 
. ' 
Canterbury coast of P~gasus Bay. The Waimakariri and the 
Ashley Rivers have not carried their shingle fans to the 
sea, and the coastlin~ is now being built forward or being 
prograded by sand deposited on the shore. The . sand dune 
coastal fringe is not a part of the alluvial plain, which . 
consists of vast overlapping shingle fans, originating in 
the destruction and disintegration of the interior highland. 
It const i tutes a beach ridge foreland of more recent _davel-
o~ment built out in front of the shingle plain, smoothing 
out the margins of the shingle cones into a curving sweep 
of coastlin~ between Banks Peninsula and ~he Waipe~a River. 
The dunes extend for 24 miles, from Banks Penin-
sula to t he Lei t hfiel d Beach f our mile s north of the Ashley 
River. In the south, the sand beaches are terminated by 
the cliffed spur s Of~ th~ Por t Hills , and in t he nort h, they 
change to shingle beaches at Leithfield. Four miles north 
of Leithfieldat the mouth of the Waipara River, the North 
Canterbury uplands reach to the seao Thus the association 
of sanq beaches and sand dunes is restricted t o the coast 
within tpe r adius of suppl y of the Waimakar i ri and Ashley 
Rivers. '. At the northern and southern extremities of the 
1 
2 
sand dune coast, farthest from the river mouths, the dune 
belt narrows in width. In the central region between New 
Brighten and Walkuku Beach, the belt is wider" reaching three 
miles inland. 
The coastal dunes to be discussed extend for 
eleven miles, from the ,estuary of the Avon 'and. Heathcote 
Rivers at the foot of the Port Hills, to ,the mouth of the 
Waimakariri River. There is a belt of dunes from one to 
two miles wide aq,jacent to the sea. These dunes are of 
comparatively recent origin, and the success of all utilis-
\ 
ation projects hinges on their control and stability. 
geparated from this seaward belt by a swamp which is now 
drained, is an inner line of dunes, older, lower and smoother 
in outline, With the passage of time and the development of 
a thick cover of vegetation, the sand has become consolidated 
and these dunes are not so prone to movement ' having in some 
cases, a thin loam covering. 
The object of this paper is to account for the 
presence of this coastal fringe; . to outline the major topo-
graphic featuxes under natural conditions; to discuss the 
measures necessary to control and stabilise the dune.s, and 
to describe their present utilisation. 
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THE ORIGIN OF THE SAND COMfRISINg ~HE ~UNES 
Three natural transporting agents play a part 
in supplying the eoast with sand, viz., the Waimakariri 
River; the ocean currents in Pegasus 13ay; and the canter-
bury easterly wi-nd. 
The Waimakariri River: The !nitiaJ. sources of'the sand are 
the -eastern ridges of the Southern Alps, in which the river 
originates and thro'-lgh which it flows towards the bordering 
plain. The mountains rise to heights of 6,000 - 7,500 f eet 
above sea level. The valleys were once occupied by a -
dendritic glacier which rea~hed a maximum length of fifty 
miles, the major stem filling the relatively gently iriclined 
main valley. Where the river leaves the motmtains it has cu' 
a trough 200-300 feet into its former bed, and flows across 
the ,a1~uvial plains to the sea o 
Melt1r.g snow and the melting of the valley head 
glaciers contribute towards the volume of the river, but the 
higher floods are due to heavy north-west rainfall in the 
catchment area. An annual pr ecipitation of near ly 200 
inches is averaged on the main divide , but- . to the east this , 
diminishes rapidly • ~he average annual pr ecipi tation for 
. the whole of the catchment area has been esti mated at 
-.-
L _': 
.~_:: _~'_ 0 _ 
. + 68.7 inches, but this may be an ' underestimate. The 
average flow of the river is approximately 3,000 cusecs. 
The lowest recor ded f low ,at t he Main North Road 'bridge 1s 
900 cusses, while 176,000 cusecs was regis~ed during the 
biggest flood so far recorded. 
The mountains of the catchment area, c9mprising 
appToximately 1,000 square miles, consist mainly of higbly 
jointed and steeply dipping :fine ':.' . gra~ned . sandstones and 
argillites, ' both commonly termed -Ifgraywacke". The jointed 
nature of the rocks makes them yie~d readily to erosive 
forces, and the- higher ridges are covered by downward 
.. , ... . 
creeping shingle scree. ' The load of the river i s derived 
from these sources o During the melting of the valley 
glaciers, great masses of shingle debris were transported. 
-With the r etreat of the glaciers and the ,gradual lengthening 
and flattening of the river course, the necessary impetus 
to move heavier materials to the outer margin of the plains 
has boen lost . Today , over its lowest reaches the river 
carries lighter materials such as fine gravels, and near the 
mouth only silt and sand. The sand is derived from the 
chipping and fluvial abrasion of the shingle and larger 
rocks upstream, and consists of the more resistant con-
stituentsof the original sandstone. Fine grains of quartz 
+ Benson, W.N.: Notes ontha suspended load of the 
Waimakariri River. 
, Q 
kABLE NO. 1 
CHANGES IN THE LOAD OF THE WAIMAKARIRI RIVER 
lBOM THE gORGE TO ~HE MOUTH 
ures supplied b~ the North Canterbury Catchment Board) 
to Percentage Retained on Half inch Screen percenta;e 3 inches 2 inches 1, inch .,. inch p,a~sing 
inch 
screen 
0 1 7 20 72 
0 12 15 30 43 
" ' 
1 11 19 28 41 
3 12 16 31 38 
3 28 20 26 29 
6 19 19 21 25 
15 22 16 15 32 
19 14 20 15 32 
26 22 14 17 39 
38 19 13 11 19 
At the gorge, 39 miles ~rom the sea, large 
form the major load o~ the river, viz., 38% of 3 
in diameter as against 19~b les's than ~ inch. As 
is ap'preached this position is reversed, till 3 
, \ 
'\ 
rom the mouth, none of the load is above 2 inches, 
2%1$ smaller than ~ inch. At the river mouth the 
lsists of only silt and sand and 100% would pass 
the half inch screen. 
.r-
. ). 
( ; : 
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:which are not so susceptible to wea.thering and decompositior. 
survive in loose incoherent form as sand. 
The changes in the river load, from large rocks 
in the headwaters, to shingle, and finally to silt and sand 
near tbe mouth, are due to changes of grade and the sub-
. sequent slowing up of the waters.. The grade from the gorge 
. to coutts Island is 2~ feet to the mil~. It then lessens 
. quickly to 132 feet to the mile, while from the seaward end 
of the island to. the mo~th, the <if.f)P is only 6~7 inches to 
the. mile. 
. . ..• • " 0::. 
Associateg with this chang$ of gr~de is a de-
J. 
crease in water velQcity. 
... 
During a flood a sunace velocity 
of 9.6 feet per . second at the top of 2'outts Island dropped 
to 8.1 feet per ·second at the road bridge. Gravel is 
carried as far as the railway bridge at stewarts Gully two 
miles from the mouth, and is present at the mouth only in 
small quantities after a flood. As a result the river 
carries only silt and sand into the sea. The annual d i s-
charge has been estimated at approximately three million 
tons, of which one million tons is sand. 
The Pegasus Bay Ocean Currents: 
The sand has been ground down from the r~r~m,t · 
rock by fluvial abrasion, and in the sea marine abrasion 
carries the process still further. The waste is carried 
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into the sea l.ly the river, but only a small part of the 
sand, together with the finer silts, spreads we+l out to 
sea, to be dropped to form the ocean bed. As sand is 
heavier than the finer materials in suspension, upon the 
slowing of the waters as they tlix with the sea, by far the 
r 
greater portion is carried and deposited as shore drif~. 
8 , 
The ocean currents in Pegasus Bay iml'aedlately 
north of Banks Peninsula are ,- 'va.r:ia'bJ:<e, but there is a 
tendency to carryon in diminished form the 1-1~ knot current 
which sweeps up to the peninsula from the south. However, 
this current, with much of its momentum lost, is 'diverted 
, 
seaward by the peninsula while an eddy develops inshore D 
The surface waters of the ~ddy may vary slightly with wind 
conditions; for instance, at times there is a slight drift 
to ' the north. But these are merely surfa,ce variations and 
,the main body tends to move towards Banks Peninsula, inshore 
of the diverted northerly current. ' : Tbesoutherly drift is 
especially evident from the Port Hills when tbe river is in 
flood. The loaded, dark water can be traced from the mouth 
of the river, south to the peninsula which turns it t owards 
the coast and diverts it north\-1a.rd. As the peninsula acts 
as a barrier to the southerly drift of sand,there has been 
some sand acctlIllulatlon in the valleys between the estuary 
and the Lyttelton HarboUl' heads . 
l~e buJ.k of the sand carried as shoredrift by 
1 
9 
this eddy, is dropped temporarily on the sea. bed. The 
depos ition of excess debris shallows the offshore bottom 
and upsets the established equilibrium of. the shore bed 
slope, . thus favouring . abrasion ,by wave action. This 
action lii'ts the sand clear of the bottom and as the waves 
in this Ii ttoral zone are waves of translation., with ·the . 
forward mOvement of the water,the sand is moved towards 
the shore. When a Wave breaks,the ·watar which flows up 
the shore slope carries its load landward, while the "back-
wash" tries to tr~sport it seaward a ga i n. The pus h l and-
ward is the stronger . The re t urn current lacks the initial 
thrust of the breaking wave, it suffers a loss of velocity 
due to friction which acts continually, B.J.'1.d a .loss of volume 
due to the percolation of water into crevi ce s . If the 
shore slope was steep, the seaward current would be the 
I 
I 
more effective of the t wo, as t hen t he l andward thrust must 
prope l the sand up the sl.ope against a stvong pull of grav- \ . 
- .. 
. ity. But as the slope is very gradual, the water retreats 
leaving the sand behind. 
Assuming that tbe above~ process is taking place 
at high tide, with the ebb of the tide the fresh layers of . 
sand ar e left exposed for some hours. The damp sand dries 
before it is re-covered with ·water, and it is ready for the 
wind to move it inland . Thus only a narrow strip of beach 
supplies the dunes with sand: the strip, some twenty yards 
( , 1 ' ,. 
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wide, which is left dry between the ebb and flow of the tide. 
Relevant Features nf the Canterbury Climate: 
Various factprs in the climate of this part of 
Canterbury combine to facilitate the movement of sand by 
wind from shore to dune. Constant periods of frost will 
freeze sand and prevent its movement by wind force. The 
average annual temperature in Christchurch is 51.70 F., with 
an average maximum of 61.13° F. in January, and an average 
minimum of 42.09° F. in July. The average ntunberor frosts 
per month reaches a maximum of 21.4 in July and a minimum of 
.06 in January. The hardest frost registered during 39 years 
o has been 20.1. Frost at night however, is usually followed 
by a bright day, and the sun soon r~1ses the temperature well 
above freezing pOint. Rarely if ,ever, has the temperature 
remained below freezing point during the- day. 
Sunshine to dry the sand and permit its free 
,-
movement is liberal for thes'e latitudes .. The average total' 
hours of sunshine annually over 17 years is 1970 hours, 
reasonably well spread over the year, with a maximum in 
January of 209 hours, and a minimum in June of 10,8 hours . 
The average ann'Q.al rairifallis 26 . 02 inches, 
with no month averaging less than 1.8 inches L~ February, 
and a maxi mum of 2. 88 i nches in May. Cont i nual damping of 
the sand prevents movement, and so the duration of rainfall 
I 
i 
I 
I 
L_ 
. - - ------ ----~------ --
IDLE NO, ...£ 
THE AVERAGE OYER FIVE YE.MS, 1938-1942 OF THE 
~rnER OF WINDS OVER 3 m,p.h£ 
-
Taken at Three-hourly intervals at W1gram Aerodrome, Christchurch. 
-' 
" I 
q 
11 
rather than the amount is the decisive ' factor to be con-
,I 
sidered in studying its effect. 
, . I 
Christchurch has an average \ 
of 126 r~ln days in the year,and so on only approximately 
one third of the days is dampness a restricting factor. 
Weatjler conditions generally' al'esuch that sand· 
movement is not unduly impeded for a..ny great -length of time. 
The wind carrying the sand inland from the shore is the pre-
valent easterly, varying from north-east to east. This 
wind is an estremely steady, cool sea bree~e usually. rising 
about 10 a.m., reaching its maximum about 2 or 3 p.m., an~ 
often falling toa complete calm overnight. A study of 
da:t;a at the Meteorological Station, Wigram Aerodrome, 
Christchurch, revealed the following facts. Based on aver~ 
ages for the last ten years, 98% of' all winds were, east to 
north-east, south to south-west, or west to north-west. The 
remainder, south-easterly and northerly winds constituted 
only' 2% of trie total, and bence are relatively uniinportant. , 
~ . 
Table No. 2 based on a.verages for five years 
shows that of all winds over 3 m.p.h.:- east to north-east 
::: 55%; south to south-west =- 29.6%: and west to north. 
west::: 1564%. 
Of all winds, 20.3% were above 15 m.p.h., 
divided as follows:- east tonorth";east ::: 10%; south to 
south-west = 7. 6%; west to north-west::: 2. 7%. 
Thus, even of the stronger winds, in frequency 
·1 
I 
1 
) 
- - - -- - - ----~-------~- ---
TABLE NO!.-..3 
. -I 
I 
. A COMP}'..RISON BETWEEN THE EASTERLY MID ~OUTHERLY WIFD§ 
! ASSOCIATED WITH RAIN 
An Average ever three yearst 1944':'1946. Winds over 3 m. p. h. a t Three- hour in ervals, Wigram Aerodrome, 
. Christchurch. . 
,..-
Easterly: Withrai~ Southerly With Rain 
Jan. 124 10 50 7 
Feb. 87 1 33 2. 
lmr. 96 7 47 18 
April 72- 1 41 18 
May 65 11 45 32 
June 58 12 61 40 
July 69 3 58 13 
Aug. 92 0 42 21 
sept . 103 5 62 23 
-·Oct. 115 7 56 23 . 
Nov. 108 3 59 30 
Deco 122 7 51 22 
'- Total: 1111 ?7 605 249 
.; .. '. 
Propor t ion: Rai n with one wind Rain with one wind ' -
in 16. 5 in 2.5 
aft = 
t_' -, '. 
.7 
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the easterlies ~1lnost equa-lled the southerlies ' and wester-
lies combined • 
.. Rain may be more frequently associated with one 
wind , than another, resulting 1ri ;cotisolldati6nof the sand 
. . 
and little movement. ~The westerlIes are of .. the fohn wind 
type, ' nEiarly always hot and ·dry, and Tabie No. 3 shows that 
rain is much more frequently ' experieri~ed with the souther,... 
Ues than with the- ea~terlies. 
. I 
Thus the sand will tend ,to move inland under 
the inf2uence of the easterly ,winds becaUse, of all wHids 
the easterlies_, are , the most comInon; damping of the sand 
occurs with approxima,tely only 'one easterly wind in sixteen; 
the.se winds have a 'cleare:r aJlproach to the shore and coastal 
area, ' as. they. come .. in from the sea. 
I' . .At thl s stage the sand changes in shape. In 
-
the river and sea it is angular in shape,. being prot,ected 
by a film ,ot water, but on land abrasionls rapid and round 
; 
grains deve,lop. The metbod of movement is dependent on 
size,,·' The coarsest grains ·roll along the ground, finer 
grains bop, and tha -finest- are ,blown complet.ely into the air · 
even in winds of moderate f .orce . 
----- - --
L--=~~~------------.------------------------~-------------------------
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TEE FORMATIQN OF THE DUNE COMP1F~ 
Progradation of the Coast: 
There have been three phases in the progradation 
of the coast. During the first phase the sh:Ll'lgle plain 
be hind the coastal foreland was . ,built by the spread of great . 
shingle fans, formed by large glacially-fed ri"'rers. . The 
second 'Phas~ resulted in' the formation of the beach rid.ge 
foreland. A sand spit developing offshore enclosed a lagoon 
which filled up with swamp deposits and wind- blown sand. 
The topograph.y of the coastal d'tU18 area took the for"m of a 
series of sand .ridges, behind each of V'lhicb there was. a 
swamp. These dtma ridges have not remai.ned fixed. They 
.,.: 
have been cut into by the w~nd, and have developed into a 
complex of hollows and dunes. ·The growth of vegetation 
intensifies wind action, resUlting in a diversity of dune 
shapes. Settlement too, has ·obliter a ted t he original f or m 
of the dune lines . 
Three major d'lL.'1e belts are still d1.scernlble, 
each separated by" a drained swamp • The first forms a con-
t inuous bel t of dune s ad j acent to the sea. Some two to 
1 
i j 
" I 
i 
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·three :miles inland is a. . second series, now consisting of a 
discontinuous , zone 0'£ isolated 'dtUle areas.. , Behind this 
series the remnants of a , third and very old dune ridge are 
st~llev:i.dentat Linwosd,a suburb of Christchurch. 
,.' ,The tllird imd present phase is due to the de-
position 'of ,the waJIilpka~fri sands on the shore. An excess 
supply of v/aste is fed intO the" s.ea by the Waimakariri River, 
and· owing 'to the gradually 'sloping Offshore 'profile, much of 
the sand is thrown, up tLl1. to .the shore. ,The prevailL'"lg wind, 
bl'o\ving onshore, .c~17ies tbe sand inland • 
T.he, sand 'moves inland until ,some', obstacle, a 
pi$Qe of 'drlftwood,seaweea, ' a plant, or ~nJr irreguJ.ari ty in 
the surface, arrests the drift . As the sand accumulates , 'a 
small 'd'une is form.ed.. . 'This usual;Ly occurs a short distance 
, 
above the high water mB:rk, and as the dune grows, it becomes 
a ' natural fored:une..Thase undulations in the surface al-
. 
, mOst lnV:ariaply develop tr;:lnsVeTsely to the direction of the 
,f . 
w?;nd, the ·lineofdunes running"' roughly north to south in 
aligmnent with the coast.. ' The f'oredu..?J.6 has a fairly gentle 
windward slop~, a sharp cre~t unless rO~"'lded with vegetation, 
and a ,steep ,drop to , l~eward. The sand is bl own up the gentle 
windward slop~, but ~s , ~~ eddy forms to loeward in the shelter 
of the dune , it falls about and just over the crest. 
The coastlL~e' advances simultaneously with the 
growing of the ' foredune. . ,Wi th a low incipient fore dune , 
·only .a small proportion of the sand is retained, but as the 
.. 6 • 
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dune ,becomes higher~ the !)lope of the beach is built up, 
and with thisraisirig ·of the ·profile, the coastline is ad-
vanced~ As the aistaricebetwe-en theforedune and · the high 
watermark increases, another foredunedevelops nearer the 
sea. Tidal and seepage waters lie in the space ·between 
thetworidges~ :Portions of this swamp are filled with 
~a....'1d or by shifting dunes, · and eventually only · small patches 
remain ·scattered th-rougnout the dune complex. Thus within 
the major dunebalt·s which are separated by a zone of SWaillp, 
there has developed a .c;omplex of dlm€S and swampy hOllows. 
Borings made by the Waimakariri River Trust re-
I veal a T.em.arkable depth of sand. On the lFiailnakariri River 
spit, -typical of the se~-vvard margin of the area, a depth of 
80 feet was reached and the machine was still in sand. At 
Stewarts.Gully two miles inland sand changed to shingle at 
68 feet; above th~ road bridge-,. tbree miles inland, the 
covering ,of s8.nd was 30 fe~t; while at Coutts Island, four 
, 
miles inland; sb.:L~gle was on1y- 12 feet below the surface. 
The last trlo laca tiQl1s are beyond the coastal dune area, 
, the sand . . underlying a thick layer 01' ±oam. 
Sand Movement: 
A dune which ' is unfixed by vegetation moves 
forward in a. direction with the prevailing wind • The sand 
SAlJD RIPPLES: 
A large dune prior to artificial 
fixationo Bottle lake area o 
is dropped on the leeward side, and as this contin~es . the 
dune besides building up at its crest·, moves for-fla~d, its 
rate of advance depending on ' the supply of se.nd available 
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to windward and the height of the dune. 4 low dune advances 
more quickly, ne~ding . less sand to :move the ' same distance as 
a higher dune. 
The sand moves in the fDrm of ripples, except 
in a very bigh wind. Cockayne explains sand ripples by 
drawing attention to t h e "differen t size of' the sand grai ns . + 
With the exception ()f a very strong wind~ strong enough to 
lift all grains clear of the grotmd irrespective of size, . 
the large grains are Tolled forward .. 
leeward of tbe larger grains, ~md thi s eddy lifts the small-
er grains clear of the ground to deposit them ftlrther on in 
a hopping fashion. As t he smaller grain-o 5tre winnowed 
away a hollow fO!'IDS,and the slmv~r moving l a rge g~ains 
form a ridge till they aro:moved into the hollow. These 
ridges and hollows give the sUJ.'fac€ its rippled app~ararice. 
Cockayn€ further l;ecord:3 tbat <1.t N0W Bri ghton, in a' strong 
east wi nd, sand ripples rill.v e adv&"1ced B.t a r ate of -an inch 
.a minu t e . The r apidity of advance varies with the strength 
of tbe wind, and the grade of the slope up which the 'sand 
+ CockfJ,yne, L.: Report on the sand dunes of New Zealand. 
is moving. 
The advance of aduns t unfixed by vegetation, 
is usually slow, but occasionally a high east wind will 
causa. rapid movement. In one instance a dune with a ten 
feet bigh lee slope at New Brighton, was noted to advance 
-two feet horizontally in ten bourse 
17 
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gHAPTER 3 
THE NATURAL ' VEQETATION OF TEE DUNES 
The plant environment of the dunes has distinct-
ive characteristics. At first, only a few species of 
plants can establish tnemselveson the dunes, but as the 
sand becomes more stable, more species can enter. the plant 
,as socia tion. In moving sand, damp hollow or semi-fixed 
. dune, the following conditions exist in varying degrees. 
Where there is an unstable surface, the sand may cover the 
plants in the more exposed locations and propogati~n by 
seeding is virtually impossible. The drifting sand may 
bruise the plants a~d the young buds if these are unprotected. 
Due , to the paucity of vegetation, there is a lack of; shade , 
an intense reflection of heat and 'ligb,t, and accelerated 
transpiration and evaporation. The low specific gravity 
of the sand results in quick changes in temperature a..nd 
temperature extremes o The genera.1 dryness associated with 
the conditions already mentioned leads to rapid oxidation, 
delaying the formation of humus. The slow accumulation of 
humus and the initial poverty of' the sand in plant minerals, 
results in a lack of many vital plant minerals such as 
--
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phosphates. These extreme conditions would not have been 
universal. The environment would diminish in adversity 
with distance from the sea, becoming less exposed to the 
wind, with a more stable surface and with conditions gen-
erally becoming more congenial for growth. 
On the beach itself there is even now, little 
or no plant cover, as it is too exposed to the wind, and 
the sand is eonstantly in motion. However with the devel-
opment of the natural foredune, there was some protection 
to leeward, and it was behind this shelter that there was 
any vegetation of consequence. The coastal dm1€S ~ould be 
divided into two broad zones. First, th~ zone of active 
wind erosion and instability; merging inland to the zone of 
lower dune formations with a comparatively stable surface. 
Following Cockaynefs major subdivisions, the 
plant covering of the first zone could be grouped into, "sand 
binders tl , nsand collectors", and the "'plants of tl)e moist 
hollows tl • The ligand bindersuare distinguished by their 
adaptabili ty to · unstable sand · condi tions, a.YJ.d in some cases 
they flourish only in moving sand. The pingao (§eirpus 
frondosus) was the outstanding and dominant plant -of this 
type. It has a great length of stem, but it is its epecial 
power to grow upwards seeking the surface light as it is 
buried by adVancing sand, that enables it to survive. In 
common with the others in the group, as it grows in unstable 
sand it has a great power of vegetative increase, long and 
. ", . ; . 
PINGAO IN UNSTABLE SAND o 
Note the spreading r -hizomes 0 
l ._", ~ i '-. 
-GREEN CAP-PETS OF SIlORE CONVOLVULUS, 
FOREGROt.lTfDc 
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strong rhizomes spreading over wide areas. The young stem 
and leaves aI'e protected by the O.verlapping of broad leaf 
bases, ·and the leaf texture is tough -to 'withstand sand (' 
blast. It was the major usand binder" and ,in the trans-
ition from instability to stability tl'Jould almost inva,riably 
be the first plant to' establish itself. Associatedwlth 
the pingao, but not so tolerant of moving sand conditions 
would be minor binding plants, the sand. spurge (Euphorbia 
glauca); the'sand sedge <gar ex numila) in the dry sand 
hollows;) and the shore convolvuJ.us (Calystegia soldenalla) 
which exhibited 'many of the chara.cteristics of the binder 
group, but required slightly more sheltered eJ1d stable con-
ditions. 
The next group, the "sand collectors" are low 
spreading shrubs with many wiry ~and flexible branches. 
Unlike the binding plants, they C&l1nOt cope with continual 
burial by sand, but act rather as sand trapJs, catching 
moving sand and accttmulating it in the shelter. of their 
branches. Lacking the tolerance towards instabil~ty 
noticeable in the binders, they would be common on more, 
'stable dunes. They cannot vegetate and spread over a wide 
area, as they can extend their shoots to only a limited 
degree. The more conrraon species would be the sand coprosma I 
(COI!Tosmg acerosa); Tauhinu (Cassinia fulvida); the sma:ll 
pimel~ (Pimela arenaria), as the major types, and sand 
-\ 1\' 
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fescue grass (Festuca ,J.itto;r,glis); and sand bent (Agrostta 
,pilliardieri), in a minor role. 
" ' 
The third group, the ttwet sand plants", would 
'be located in the moist hollows. With the movement of 
dunes, these hollows developed into patches of moist ground, 
scattered at~rregular intervals in the dune area. The 
most common plants would be the sand gunnera (Gunnera ~­
aria), for:ming large circular mats; Sel1iera radicans,wlth 
its green leaves forming thin, winding tracks over the sand; 
the common club rush (§cirnus nodosus); the dwarf club rllsh 
(Scirnus ~nuus); a...l1d various salt meadow plants " including 
the jOinted rush (}..-eptocarpu§ §...,im:plex)., 
The second zone, as in the first, wOlud become 
more stable moving inland, and the association would broaden 
as fixation became more widespread. - \ JYith the protection of 
the dunes and the vegetation to windwa.rd, the wind struck 
wi th less power, the sa,nd had a. decrea.sing tendency to move, ' 
and many other than the typical dune plants of the seaward 
zone could grow~ The following plants would be common:-
D> 
manuka (Leptospermum scol)ariIDll); the cabbage tree (CordYJ,Jn'ii 
AUS trall:1? ) ,; silver tussOck (PoR cae~pitosa); and in the 
$wampyareas, New Zealand .flax (Phormium tenax). ttnd some 
" , 
toe toe (Arunto conspicuo.). On the landward mo,rgin of 
tbe zone, the dunes would be of such age that they would 
have 'developed a thin layer of humus, and under natural con-
ditions, anticipating no human interference, could be 
r 
----,-
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regarded as fixed. It is difficul.t to say exactly what 
the natural vegetation would be. " A. considerable variety 
of plants would be covering the dunes, ' including silver 
tussock" mam.1ka, flax, and the cabbage tree, but the assoc-
iation would be broadened by the appearance of wild irisfu~an 
(Discaria toumatu); tutu (Qoriara sarmentosa); -theNew 
... t.. 
Zealand broom (Car\1lichaelia subalata); and the small bushy 
trees, ngaio ;, (MyoportJ.m laetum); mahoe (liIfe1.1cItus ramiflorus) 
a.nd mapau (Rapamca YIYillei). Raupo (Typha angustifoli§,) 
and nigger head (Carex secta) would be established in the 
Stvampy areas. 
The delineation of the area into zones for de-
scriptive purposes does not mean that _these zones were by 
any means fixed or exact. The basic factor restricting the 
p1an~ association was instability. Many plants were able 
to stand up to excessive wind , a drJ and poor soil arid strong 
insolation, but only a true dune plant could withstand sand 
drift. The vegetation of sand binders, collectors, or 
manukaand wild irishman on the more stable scrub dlLnes , was 
an exac~ jndication of the stability of the sand. The de-
gree o~ ~tability was in turn, aney~ct indication of the 
.J ' 
degree of exposure to wind force. The growth first of 
pingao allowed the lesser bh1ders to gain a foothold. In 
turn, with increas ing stability,. the collectors c~~e in. 
Finally, on stable sand, xerophytes otner than salm plants 
could establish themselves and·a scrub and tussock heath 
resulted... These latter plants added humus to the sand 
and a much greater v8~iety of plants flourished. The 
natura.l sequence was a. gradual change of plant types, in 
harmony with the stability of the s~~d. 
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£fiAfTER 4 
THE CONTROL OF SA~ID MOVEMENT 
Under natural conditions the sand was moving 
until held by the growth of vegetation. The natural sequence 
of fixation was a slow and increasing gripping of the loose 
sand as a greater .variety of plants established themselves. 
But though much ,of the dune area was well covered with veg-
etation, there was, especially nearer the sea, only a deli-
cate balance between stability and instability. 
, . . 
The Maoris had little interest in the areSe -
There was a pa at Woodend, seventeen mi~es north of the 
present site of Christchurch, and others mear Lake Ellesmere 
to the · south. The flax in the swamps may have been used for I 
clothing purposes, Qut as there were ample supplies much 
closer to the settlements, it is doubtful whether it was 
ever utilised. ,After the arrival of the white colonists in 
1850, the coas tal dimes were ~aken up in 1852 as a ,part of 
the Sandhills Run, which inclUded Runs 9, 72 , ,and 239 . 
Runs 9 and 72 consisted of the more stable inne! dunes and 
swamp. Run 239 WaS bounded in the north by the Waimakariri 
River, in the west by the styX and Avon Rivers, and in the 
south by the estuary. It consisted approximately of the 
'/ 
I -
I· 
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seaward belt of dunes, and was- considered of little value. 
The complete Sandhl11s Run was worked as a dairy station, 
supplying early christchurch with milk. 
The inner dunes of'Runs 9 and 72, with the ex-
ceptionof a block between Chaneys and stewarts Gully,·were 
soon cut up into smaller units £or farming and building pur-
. 
poses. The seaward dune-s of Run 239 continued to be grazed 
as a unit but after 1880 the southern section about New 
Erighton developed as a !esidential area. . However in the 
. north the area between Waimairi Beach and the Waimakariri 
River was a sheep run until the early 1900 t s. An old in-
habitant of the district has estimated that at the most 2,000 
sheep were carried. Under the Borough of Christchurch Re-
serves Act of 1878, 817 acres about Bottle Lake were vested 
in the city for sanitary and planting purposes,and a further 
516 acres were granted in 1884. 
as part of the sheep run. 
This block was leased out 
The continual grazing of sheep in the northern 
section of the seaward belt of dunes resulted in a general 
deterioration in the ·surface cover, and a drift of ' san~ in-
land . This movem~nt has been controlled and pine .plant-
ations established. control in the southern section of 
seaward dunes bas been aimed at preventing the sand moving 
from the shore into the townships of Nor t h Brighton, New 
Brighton and South Br ighton • No comparable control measures 
. have been necessary in the inner belt of older dunes. 
.-
-I 
The Establishment of the Bottle La,ke Plantations: 
As early as 1883 fifty acres of pines, Pinus 
laricio, and Pinus rad1ata were planted under contract for 
the CnristchlITch City Council near the sea in the Bottle 
Lake area, but the plantation Was neglected. only a few 
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trees survived, the rest being destroyed by fire or covered 
by drifting sand. No steps were taken to prevent the 
graztng of the dunes. .As a result the condition of the 
vegetation deteriorated, till dunes that 'had been naturally 
stabilised revert~d to their original unstable state. 
Pingao" the major natural sand binder, is palatable to stock. 
As the pingao was eaten out, the other dune plants could not 
cope with the increasing sand movement. ·Wandering dunes 
developed with a smooth gentl:v sloping sur.face and a sharp 
drop .from the crest. These dunes were destitute of plant 
l1.fe and presented a bare surface to the wind. As wind has 
.a . greater velocity over smooth ground, sand movement was 
~ 
speeded up. The danger lay n'ot only in the fact that 
hitherto stable dunes were in movement. In their advance 
they smothered well vegetated areas and if unchecked" may 
have eventually move3 into the fertile Marshlands district 
to the west. The wandering dunes reached almost to the 
"\ 
l~wer styx Road, a distance of 12 miles from the sea, while 
further south they were more than 2 miles inlahd. 
~ 
Soon after 1900 this rapid deterioration of 
conditions was appreciated_and the City Council withdrew 
- -- -- - -"--- -- --_<-.-..-..- .- ---- - -'-- - -- ---
., ~. . ... ~i.' 
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the lease on the area. In 1909 a ·policy of afforestation 
was decided upon, in order to stabilise the dunes and check 
their · advanee. Sample plots of trees were planted, and by 
1911, 12,000 pines had been planted on the landward margins 
of tbe unstable dunes.' Different .'species were tried in an 
attempt to discover which !Jere best 'suitedto' the conditions • 
. Among these were Pinuspustriaca, Emus muri-cata, Pinus 
lari~io, ;Pings J20nderOsa, .and the maritime pine (Pinus ' 
~Rinaste.r)which had peen used :with .success in many dune 
~i:Xationpr6j:ects overseas. . In 1912 the Douglas fir and 
ndrway spruce were planted, but both proved a complete fail-
. '. . . 
ure.. .. pinus 1'ad~at!i was used only as a. ·shelter tree as it 
. was then consideredofllttle ' commercial value . . 
In 1915: how~ver, the quicl< grbwlng quaIl ties of 
l!~ radiata were realised t anduntl1 1922 ·it was almost the 
only tre-a planted • Batwe~n 1922 a.nd 1929 there was another 
.experimental period, and ~ther species were~ tried. Thuya 
:plicatDz, sycamore.ash, · Douglas .spruce, redwoods, oaks and 
w;any -v'arieties of theaucalyptil were planted, but all failed. 
. . . . . 
Some&,y.press'!?-s macrocarp,a and poplars grew but ' they were not 
a complete success. 'Of :all the species planted, ~.radia;ta 
pr oved by f~ to bathe most suited to t he condI tions . f . 
larieio showed good promise , but its rate of growth Was only 
hal:t' that of ~. radiat~.:. R,.}!inaster, the most common tree 
used under similar condItions overseas, was not a success. 
1:. r adiata has been t he mai n tree for planting jince 1929. 
--------
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Fig. 12 • . DUNES-.PB,IOB TO PLANTINGr .oF~ . 
. MARRAM GRASS. 
\ Fig. 130 MARBAM GRASS SHORTLY /AFTER 
I 
I 
. PLANT.ING .. 
. t _ ~ _____~~_1 ~~_~--'---
Fig. 14. PLANTED lJUNESo 
Note the regularity of the rows o 
_ _ ' /-L.~· _ _ _ _ 
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It grows twice as · fs.st as any other:. species, and this 
.' 
quality makes it especially suitable for sand fixation. 
\. ..' 
'-'11e tree is very adaptable, thriving in p-uresanQ- if the 
;.J . 
sUrface 1s sufficiently stable to allow it to make a $tart~ . 
\ 
In establi.shing the pines, some measure of 
stability was necessary as the young ·trees could not wit~ 
stand continual movement. To s~abilise the surface, marram 
. .. 
about three ' feet llltervals, and then lupin (~upinus erbore-us) 
was sown to ensure re.pid stability. The lUpins are shat-
livea plants, and as they died., they added some h'lllIlUS .to 
the sand. Branches of 'manuka ·scrubor broom were laid on 
th~ surface in some parts to break the smooth conto'IJ.l'S of 
the aunes. , Marram grass bas all the characteristics of 
the native pingao, with wide-spreading rhizomes and an 
ability to withstand sana movement. It. h~s a major ad-
vantage in that it is unpalatable to stock. . Its ease of 
{ 
transpl(ll.ntat1on makes it ideal. for largescal.e fixation 
purposes, as -one pl~nt broken up produces ' many to plant out. 
in later years the practice of using only marram 
as the pre-requisite r()r afforestation' has 'been followed. 
Lupins quickly formed a dense cove.-ringand the pines were 
I 
I 
it was .irOtind that I p+anted in li~es cut through the bushes. 
" 
as the pines took two years to consolidate and commence I 
'1 growiilg, the lupin often gre~v ()verand smothered the young 
--...I 
trees. · The advantage of the lupin was that it supplied 
L . _____ . 
Fig. 1.,. PDroS RADIATA PL.L"'f.l'ED!HROUGH :wum.m 
GRASS TWELVE MON!ffiS . AFTER THE M.ARR.AM 
HAS BEENPLA:NTED IN MOVING SDD. 
Fig. 16.. YOUNG PINUS BADIA,..,! .. 
Fig. 17. WELL ESTABLISHED PINES .. 
- --- - ._------------
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some humus to the sand, but with P. radiata this was not 
necessary as the tree grew in pure sand providing the sand 
was reasonably stable. Recently pines have been planted , 
out in sand that has been only one year in marram grass. 
Following the continental practice with the pinaster, th,e 
trees were first spaced four feet apa~t. With :the fast 
growing f. radiata this proved much too close,unless fi 
systematic and vigorous policy of thinning was carried out 
from the time suppression started, about nine years after 
planting. After trying six feet , 'eight feet, and nine feet 
spacing, experience has shown that the eight feet spacing 
is th~ most suitable. 
Sand;Fixation on the Beach North of Waimaj.ril. 
The landWard fringes of the Bottle Lake dunes 
were planted first, and between 1909 and 1930 the plantation 
was slowly advanced into the unstable dune area. About 
<' 
1930 It became obvious that even though the trees w~re 
't3ta~tlis1rig the area pl~'1ted, there was an inl~hddr+ft 
of sand from the unplant.ed dunes whi.ch threatened to invade 
the established Lforest. There weTe still some 1800 acres 
of unstab~e dtmes to seaward. Tr~ treeB to -the lBst w'ere 
sheltering these dunes from the westerly and southerly winds, 
and movement inland from the east was greater _than might 
normally be expected. Dunes some forty feet high which 
ha.ve banked up against the few surviving trees of the block 
-- --! -
-~" 
Fig. 18. A DUllE BANKED UP AGAINST TREES 
PLANTEJ) SIXTY YEARS AGO. 
This considerable accUmulation was 
ea~sed by the inland movement of 
'Sand before the foredune was built. 
( 
planted sixty years ago, are still vi~1ble.~Fixationwas 
becoming increasingly difficult as the frontage ofth~ 
plantation moved nettrer the sea. 
: The' Datural foredun-e was affe:rdinglittle pro:-
taction. The coastline was serrated, wlth ·tongues ,of sea 
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water extending inland "at h~gh tide. Jt~ a 'result ·the fore- ! 
dune had not developed in . a straight line. , This' allQw~d the ·· .. 1' 
'windto scour into it an:dgullies w&]7e ·formed. · Tne wind had 
eaten into the dUne through these gullies till in many pla,ces 
the foredune was f1atten~d. The wind veloe! ty waS unchecked, 
- . 
as it moved into ,the dunes bebind, ~.nd there was such a mass 
of sand constant-ly in motion that the 'establ'ishment of a 
J 
j 
plant cover was impossible withOut protection~ An artificial ' 
foredtme · was 'necessary to shelter ' the dunes and prevent. the 
continual inland movement of sand. Depende.nt . on the success , 
of this dune, it w,as intended to br1llg the }>lantatiQn ~s 
n-aar to tile sea as possible. . As therevwas plenty of: r~~ief I 
• ~' • ~! 
labour available, planting ~as continued as the foredune waS 
constrl).cted. 
In such an exposed location, the wind strikes 
. ~ 
-
against unyielding objects such as a lump. of wood or a solid 
fence, and an eddy develops,resulting in scouring at the 
., 
base. .A YO'lmg pingao or marrJllm plant has a different effect • . · 
The plant is flexible, and it br eaks, rather than completely 
" 
checks the force of the wind~ Sand accurnulatesin the 
'" " 
-- .--~-~ 
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Fig" 19 0 THE SHAPE OF A NATURAL FOREDUNE COMPARED 
WITH THAT OiAN ARTIFICIAL' FOimDUNE .. 
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Fig. 20 Fig. 21. 
THE FOREDUNE SHORTLY AFTER THE COfilPL....,RTION OF 
THE FIRST SCRUB FENCE. 
Tongues of damp sand are visible on either side 
of the fence as at high tide the sea covered 
the dune. . 
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Fig. 22. Th~ LOOSELY INTERLACED SCRUB 
COMRBISING TF~ FE~CE. 
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Fig. 23. PANORAMA OF THE FOREDDNE SHORTLY AFTER THE COMPLETION OF THE FIRST FENCE • . 
' " ' " 
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Fig. 240 THE FOREDUNE (BACKGROUND) 
AFTER THE CONSTRUCTION OF 
THE FIRST FENCE 
" , " _ _ 0 __ 0_0 _'. 
It 
Fig. 25. 
Fig. 27 
I 
J 
FROM: SEAVJARD Fig. 26. FROM LANDWARD 
' } , ' 
Fig. 28 
TEE GROWING FOREDUNE IN THE 1930·s. 
In Fig. 28 note how the dune is building 
over and to leeward of the fence . 
. -.~----!.-:. • 
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interior of the 'plant to form a tongue-li.ke mass to leewardo 
The structure required to accumule>te sand and form an s.rti-
ficial fOl'edune wustbe a compromse between these two types 
of obsta.cles. It must be sufficiently solid to hre~k the 
wind partially; yet sufficiently open to prev~nt s~ouring 
at theta-sa, and eventual collaps-e. 
~o build the foredune, a loosely knit brush 
fence was constructed. This type of fence checked tbewind 
only sufficiently to cause a deposition of sand at, and 
immediately behind the fence. As the sand acc'l,.~ulated, tbe 
dune grew to take the sanH~ - form as a ne.tuI'al foredune, though 
the fence accelerate-d. its -growth in. height. There was a 
gradual windward slope anua steep urop immedi.atelyto lee-
ward of the fence. The fSl1ces wer~ bu.ilt ina straight 
line along the shore, in places being covered with water 
a t high tide. Ea:ch fence was :five feet high, with sta..1tes 
driven well into ~he sand, and manwca brushwood loosely 
interlaced~ In all; six were ·built, a new one being added 
~s the old fenee was buried, till the dune is now nearly 
( 
thirty feet -high. - Such was the mass of sand to be checked 
that a five feet high fence was once covered in a. day. 
The foredurJ.e was constructed. along the plant-
- aticn fI'ontage from Waimairi Beach aLuost to Spencer Park, 
between the years 1932 and 1940. l,[ar-ram grass was planted 
on the fOl'edune to add fru,therstability. With this 
protection from the wind ar..d incoming supplies of sand, the 
I 
-f 
-. 
\ ~ ·- ~;i~~\_:-. - ___ . 
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F1g~ 29 SAND SCOURED AWAY AT !HE BASE OF 
TIGUTLY LACED FENCES. 
-- .:" :--~ .-- -
Fig. 30. Fig. 31. 
COLLAPSED FENCES 
Caused by wind scouring at the base. 
--
- -- -- - - - ~-- -- - -~ - - - - . - --- - - - ----- -- - ". 
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dUnes"-;Wand were stal?ilisecf' wIth marral'll and_. uJ.timately 
. _ -'. : ...... _:.- . r . 
plant~d in .E.:., radiata, 
~outb of .Waimairi: 
: . . . 
Tnefact that there must be some protection from 
sand. blowing in :from the ' sea Was realised ' soon after New 
Brighton was se.ttled. It has be~en dif-ficultto dis~over 
the- exact' date a for~dunewas }'irst b'tult" but in the -
ttLyttel ton)r:imes ff <;>f 1906 ,somemerition is made of an. arti-
./ 
ricial foredune .at Ne-w Brighton. It ·w&.s- -probably construct': 
. ed some years prior to t 11e, t .date. The foredune first 
ccver~d onl y Ne-vt .Brighton, but as hous-esextend~d along the 
coast, it was' necessary to protee't : the whole are~ be-tw.~en 
'Wa:l.mair-i ,- Be.ach and ,South Brighton. The same pr:tncipJ:$s 
of' c6ns'tI'uction were .appliedas_ with thef"oreduneln front 
-
'fhe f"irst fences built- at 
South Bright~n ,were laced-' to~_ tightly, an.d many secttons 
,After 
the amalgamation Of the' New Brlgbt~n Borough with tlle c~ty 
;in 1941 ,these fences were rebll$.lt by the Christchu,:rch Qity 
Couricil and an .effective foreclune was built uP_. 
To tbesouth of N~w Brighton houses. and roads 
are 200 yards frGi!! t119 forequne, leaving room for the dune 
'to spread forward as 1 tbuilds .. Between Wain:t~iri Beach 
" 
however,and NG:W. TIr1ghto:p., the Esplanade is close to the sea 
- - I . . 
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' Fig o 320 FENCES COVER~NG A GAP IN THE FOREDUNE,. 
WAIIvIAIRI BEACH. 
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Figo 33 . THE FOREDUNE MOVINO · ON TO 
THE FENCE PROTECTING THE 
ESPLA~JADE 
.. 
Fig. 34. THE FOREpUNE SPILLING ON TO 
THE ESPLAlfADE, NORTH BRIGHTON. 
--- --1 
I 
-- - . - --- , 
Fig. 350 PROTECTING FENCE BROKEN AS THE DUNE 
MOVES ON TO "THE ESPLANADE. 
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Fig. 36 THE FOREDUNE, I{ORTH BRIGHTON 
F: 
In the foreground the dune is 
building over the fence but in 
the background collapsea fences 
have allowed the sand to .IDove 
through. 
1 
I. , _ _ 
I 
_ ._--------- j 
Figo 37. ICE .PLANT C~'ERING ~BE 
FORED1~TE, NORTH BRIGHTON 
'. 
\ 
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1tiirilediately behirid' the foredune. , Consid~rable d i ff iculty 
ha s b een experi enced in stopping the dune~ fl'dm spreading on 
' --' -,.--,-
to the road and into the houses opposite~ .. ·. A,double fence 
. . . . 
was used in an a.ttempt tocon!ine . the dune within strict · 
limits • The first -fence was constructed " in . the usua.l · 
. mann(!3r, loosely lace~ to check the wind a'nd 'accumula te the 
sand. The second, some ten yards away on tqe doWn slope, 
. . 
was 'mo~e tightly laced to hold the sand as it spllledtowards 
the road. . This fence was J;>rotected from .the wind by the ·1 
dune, t here was nosco~ring at its base, but any l arge scal e 1 
sat\d movement down the lee slope resulted in a collapsed' 
fence, and the dune sPread on ~ to the road. 1~rram and 
lupins w~re planted on the dune to give it greater stability, . 
but constant ma1ntanance 1s s~ill needed to keep the dune 
" 
back f rom the road . The numerQUS hollQay~makers trampling 
over the ' :fol"eCiune have c'aused many of the slips . 
In order to give bathers easy ·access to the sea, . -\ 
j 
I 
gaps were lGft in the for~dWle at the main holiday' centres, 
Wa,imairi·,. North Brighton and New . B:righton.. . The' wind may 
. scour a clear passage through such openings~, and to cover 
these a series of fences and brick walls wer~ built. These 
break t .he force of t he . wind ,prevent tbe sand moving through, 
. 
, and protect the ends of the foredune. With the exceptlon ' of 
I 
these .breaks, the . f oredune 1s continuous along the coast from 
South Brighton to within one mi le of "Spencer ' park in the ' 
, . 
north ~ • 
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Fig~ 38. UTILISATION "OF THE SEAWARD DUNES 
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gHAPTER 2 . ,. -
THE UTI1ISiTI€»1 OF ' THESEAWARDDUNEB 
v ~ _ . . 
Introduced Vegetation: 
po . 
) 
Native dune plants in any abundance are today 
limited to areas which have no-t been planted in marram grass 
and are' still uns.table. Pingao is the dune binder and 
tatlhinuand ' the · shore convolvulus are also common. The 
planting of mar ram gras,s 'associated with dune fixation has 
' driven out the native binders and collectors, and increased 
st~bi1ity has allowed many introduced xerophytic plants to 
grow among dunes sometimes quite close to the sea. A great 
variety of introauc~d plants has mingled with the nat,ives in ' 
I 
. the dune hollows and moist .flats, and marraru grass is the I 
.dominant binder. Haresfciot trefoil is common on dunes well 
fiXed with marrain. The dandelion, yarrgw, thistles, silver 
poplar, barren brome and Engl~sh hairgrass are growing in 
sheltered dune hollows. Yorkshire ·fog, · sorrel and clovers 
a~e present in damp hollows. 
about New Brighton. 
'. ' 
The ice plant is common 
On stable dunes which are not covered with 
houses or trees, there is a dense cover of scrub. The 
I· 
- -- ---
Fig.. 39. PINUS LARICIO TV!l15N'l'Y-TWO YEARS 
AFTER PLANTING, BOTTLE LAKE 
PLANTATIONS. 
The Pinus rad1ata in the background 
though the same age, are almost 
twice as high. . 
~-------------------
\ 
L 
native scrub as'soeiation has given place to a mixed scrub 
';' -
" , 
consisting of the introduced lupin and gorse, and broom ahd 
bracken. ' Lup1n1s mostcom.mon..tJndertlle-pines in the 
plantations there islitt~e gT()W~g e.xceptfor a few colonies 
of' bracken and broom. The graSsYorkshir~fog forms a close 
. ~ . \. 
carpet in some of the sheltered open S'Daces withira the plant-
., J: . 
ations. · 
Afforestation: . 
There are approXimately 2,500 acres of pines at 
Bottle Lake, and 130 acres in small blocks at New Bright~J1 
and South Brighton. Th~ } City Council, plantations at Bottle 
Lake have been extended' to more thtm 2,000 acres by purchase 
or land during the ' last 18 years.- Srrialler ,blocks of pines 
fringe the plantatiorito the vest ~d ' south~ . . 
west there is a small p"ivately owned block. 
,,' '. 
In the north-
In the south-
west abou·t the, BurViood Hosp-ital 1s the HOsp! tal Board plant-
ation of 150 acres • . ' 
(~ 
To the south-east is ' a block of 70 
. . 
aeres leased by the Canterbury Education Board. ' 
, 
1,. . l'ildiata is ,the dominan.t tree; though some 
. oth~:r varieties .are present. 1n the Council plantations 
, 
there 'are small blocks orE. ponderosa, ~. pinaster, ·l.laricio 
~. mnricatg , E,. austr~a.ca, and some Cupressus macroc~-1'pa. 
Under ' the cover of the pines .the · sand bas become completely 
I 
stabilised_ I The dunes have fl~ttened and smoothed out till I 
I 
\ ' 
-----------
- ----_. __ ._--- - --
.~(. .. 
they I'.emain only as slightundnlations in the surface. 
Bene.·ath "the tne~tpin19 needles ·have accumulated and a 
. '-. 
layer of dark humus covers' the. :sand • • 
. ::, 
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After the treGs have ,e:s .tablished themselves in. 
the. newly consolidat~dsand, ,tl'1ey are thinned out at 15 feet, 
to '200 trees 'peraere, and kept pruned tmtil ready for mill- . 
ing.- The rast growing l!~ _ radiata i -g ready for milling 
· when. : itls between 28 and 30 years old. The thinnings are 
" sold for firewood and the trees are sold standing on a roy-. 
alt.y basis.· Th$ 'contraetor is obl.iged to clear the milled 
area and leave it ready for ·)."e..;.planting. 
During. the last nine years, as more trees have. 
reached maturity, the .revenue of ' the Council plantations 
has cQUsiderably .exceeded ·expenses. In 1918 some very op-
timistie report-s~ere made concerning the future economics 
of' -the plant a tion. It was . e.-stimated . tnat in fifteen years 
' thetre~swou1d be ,worth :t800~~1 ,000 ·an acre, bringi~g in an 
income of ' about £50,000 p~ra,niluinfor many years. This was 
obviously aU'.overestimate; e:ven . though!!. :t:8:<liata which was 
once eonsideredol;lly suitable for box-making, 1s now being 
used for some building purp~ses. -That the growing of pines i 
I 
on the dunes ~s a profitable venture -is Ulustrated by the 
following statements: .,. 
... 
" 
38 
+ 
, ",Last yeaI' (1945) .......... a , few acres of standing . 
.£inus radiata, sold_on a ,royalty basis of 6s 6d CI. hundred 
super£icial feet~ netted £260 an acre - quite good for trees 
-' 
. ,"Two, Pinus radiata~ •• ,_. _ " ••• ~ estimated at,S · 
year'fi , old, rielded about 8,000 ' superficial feet of timber, 
wbic h sold, ,in ).0 g J.engths ' on the ground., at 9 s a hundred 
. \.'~ -, . .. . 
fact arid produced a ~evenue -of £32." 
.ttSOme straight clean macrocarpa......... yielded 
exc~l,lent, timber ~hich is, now being used for building a nd 
.bas ,been prQnouneed as: g:ood as 'ri:mue tf 
'This last statement 1s of special interest as it 
il1~strates the timber potentia l o~ the dune s. Ma crocarpa 
\ ', is not .su:itab;ie , for .plantingiIl freshly stabilised sand, but 
would probab~y thriv~ in areas a little distance from the 
sea~ which ,hava been stabilised with ,E.radiata. 
lhe Eff$ct of Ciose Settlement: 
The .sQuthernportion of the area was developing 
as :a .;see.side resort ana.residen.tial district within forty 
. years of t he Cant erbury se.ttlement. Houses were first 
+ Barnett , M. J • : The His tory and Develonment of Tree' 
Planting in canterbury: 
,----- ..... ,. 
\ 
: ... 
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'. built .at New Brighton, ~nd the · township extended along the 
coast to includ~ Nor·th and South Brighton .. . ' With the spread 
ofChristchurc~ : the township has become a city suburb, and ' 
in 1941 .it was am~ate~ with the city .. From Waimairt ~h 
to · withi.n 1imile!? from the enci c;>f the estuary spit to the 
souththere ·is almost ,continuou.s settlement. There are 
some holid:;ty baches, but the greater number of the houses 
are permanent. residences. 
The dunes have been stabilised and made product-
iveby the ~abour of residents .1ntheir gardens. Each 
gardener has spent _some y~ars in converting the top layer 
ofs~d into loam. . When B. new section is occupied j.t is 
sown wlthlupln to~stablisha more fertile soil. 
manner of waste and compost is added to the sand. 
All 
Under 
the.se intensive methods, the. dunes have been flattened and 
the sand has been covered · with a layer of light so11, in 
wbich vegetables and flowers ean be grown. House s ..and 
f~nces have acted as windbre~ks, and surface instability is 
no problem, except in a fey.tn~glected sections, and then 
never ' on a: wide scale. In most. unoccupied sections there 
1s a. o,ense. growth of' lupins, seeded from neighboUl.~ing gardens. 
Some large areas have be.en 'grassed .. On the 
Waima1ri Goli Links and the .Rawhiti Domain and Golf LiW(s, 
the sandy waste 'of lupin, broom. and gorse was cleared, 
levelled and covered with a top soil before being sown. 
Yarrow grass, brown top, chewlngsfescue and twitch, all 
- --------- ---=.... - -------- -' - ---
Fig. 400 SCRUB COVERED DUNES, BROOKLANDS. 
40 
good grasses on a dry hungry soil, were used to form a turf. 
In some cases a turf was broughtf'rom other pa.rts and laid. 
Constant attention is needed to heal any opening in the 
sward. 
§crub: 
Scrub-covered dunes e~e a common feature~ All 
well stabilised dunes if untouched will eventually be cover-
ad with lupin, broom, gorse and bracken. The dunes are 
well fixed, but largely unproductive. . There are many small 
areas, but three major regions can be distinguished. The 
dtmes between the Lower Styx Road end the WailTIakariri River 
est;uary were fi:r:st stabilised wi tb marram gra.ss, and there is I 
now a cover of scrub. The dunes are low as there is not a 
considerable aC cu.i1lulat ion of se.nd. Much of the sand that 
. is deposited on the estuary spit is carried by the wind into 
the estuary and this surface, when not eovered with 'tiaal 
wa.ter,is moist, and little loose sand moves inland. ' 
South of the Council plantations, . between the 
block of pin$s about Burwood Hospital and the Waimairi Golf 
Lir~s is an0ther area of scrub. 
the seaward dunes still grazed. 
This is the only part of 
There is very poor foraging 
among the scrub for onl.y a fe"t..J cows. The passage and 
pasturage of cattle is thinning out the scrub. In some 
open patches tbe sand is pared to the wind and there is a 
little movement. 
:rig 0 41 0 MARRAM 'GRASS 
Tne plant is accumulating a ~mall 
knoll of sand. 
Fig C! 4-2 DUlifES PLANTED IN Ii.iffiRJlji GRASS BEHIND 
THE FOBEDUNE, BOTTLE LAKE AREA .. 
The steep leeward 1;;110pe Qi' the feredtm,e in 
the foreground, ana tne typ~ca1 ul~locKy Iandsc-ape behl nd. - _ 
, 
Fig. 43 . YOUNG PINUS RADIATA RECENTLY PLANTED 
BE""tIIND THE FOREDIDlE, BOTTLE · LAKE AREA. 
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The spit of the Avon and Heathcote River estUary 
is in many parts covered wIth scrub. There 'is a thick 
' growth of introduced grasses 6n the damp flats, sufficient to 
graze a hoi"se in one -area. ' .. 
, .. :.-
Mar-ram Grass: 
The dunes between the Bottle " take. plantations and 
the artlficialforedune were planted in marram 'in 1940~ , and 
thers has been a,s yetIio growth of scrub. Wi th the exception 
. , - . 
of an area to the north, the foredune completelY protect~" 
these dunes -rrom ' lnv?,s~on by sand~ ' ~ As 'the sand b~own 1n£rom> 
,.-:., . . . 
the shore is now retaln~d by the foredune ,~ tbere has been an 
acceleration in the rate of progradation~ :tn 1930 the high 
tide mark i .n many places was several chainsinslde the present ' 
-
line of the foredune.. With the growth of the: , dune 'and the 
straightening of the ' coast~:tne, sand which WaS formerly 
carried inland -is now built into the dUne. The slope between 
the; shore and the foredune has thus been built up till today, 
the. -hightlde mark is now some 50 yards from the :rore-dune~' 
Behtnd the foredune, a hummocky landscape lias 
developed with the growth of mar ram grass. Each plant has 
accumulated sand till -a 'small knoll has been f'ormed~ Xn an 
exposed position these knol~s -might be scoured by wind, but 
with the protection-of the foredune to windward, wind erosion 
1s not serious. ~o enstire complete fixation, 1!. radia ta 
i 
_~I 
- ----- ~~ 
Fig. 44 .. 
Fig. 45. 
Fig. 46. 
THE END OF THE FOREDtmE SOUTH OF 
SPENCER PARK. 
In the foreground ths sand is moving inland un-
checked. In the background behind the estab-
lished foredune~ marram grass covers the dunes. 
DUNES PROTECTED BY THE FOREDtJNE. 
n .' 
UNPROTECTED DU1{gS. 
Wandering dunes moving inland. 
-.-.-~~~~~\---.- - --~ - ~---
'Were planted out among the dunes in 1946 ~ :and a fair pro-
portion should survive. . As ' yet ·they have barely estab-
lished themselves, but in another year they should be thriv";' 
Ing. . In the salt-charged " air so close to the sea, the trees 
will prO.b.ab~y · be stunted, but wi ththeir growth, the sand 
. .. ". 
will be fUrther sta.bilised. As a protEfative belt 'of these 
" pines becomes established along the frontage of the plant-
ation~ and with the protection ofthe:foredune to windward, 
the dunes shou14 be permanently fixed. 
" 
I 
.J 
· Unst§.l51e Dunes: 
. 1 J. 
. I 
The construction of the northern part of the 
\ :r6r.e-dune, jus-t south of Bpe.ncerpark, waS not commenced until 
,1.9,39. : A.t tbat time; as there was no protection froD1 the 
.. ': . 
-
easterly winds, wanderirtg dunes weTe 'movIng into the north-
-eastern corner of ' the plantations. There was such a con-
siderable movement of- 'sand to check that it was necessary to 
construct two fences parall~lto each other, about twenty 
yards apart, toenstire a successful artificial dune. ,. During 
the war, as the area was cQu-s:tderf)d or strategic importance, 
:> . wQrk on the series of ,fences Was discontinued. The fence 
'was destroyed 'by army bulldozers and the dunes behind were 
also flattened, removing What little ve-getation was already 
established • Today the -area stands out in sharp' contrast 
. \ 
--" .~- ~-~-~----'-- -
~-----
Fig. 470 WAl'l""DERING DUNE JJIOVING IIlJl'Q SCR1JB. 
Note the .. sharp crest and steep 
leeward face of the dune. 
WANDERING DilliE TiKOVING INTO A 
ELOCK OF FIVE-YEAR OLD PINDS 
RADIATA. 
Fig. 49. TIlli TOPS OF SMOTHERED . FLAX AND 
NiANUK,A BUSHES SHOWING ABOVE THE 
DUNE. 
--
; 
\. . 
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to the dunes 'behind the established fored'uti~~-
The brokenf'e!lcesha.ve-bee-nc6mplete~y cove-red 
with sand, and there 1s no chec~ to the wirid as it moves 
, ,the sand in tromthe shore~ 
..... ,' . 
constant motion. there are lar-ge waIider~ng>. durtes moving 
. .' " 
inland. , The flat sUTface 'is ' o:n:ly brokeIlh~re 'and there by 
a knoll of vegetation ar a wind trough. Thednnes- have 
- , 
' the fUll 'power 'of' the wind , developing over the ~mooth surface , 
, behind theiradvanee. Iti 1942 a block of P. rad ia ta was 
-
planted in the nor.thern cornel" of the plantation, and these, 
though now twelve feet high, are being invaded ' andsniotnered -
I 
I 
by the dunes. When t~ treee ;were planted the nearest dunes _  
were approx1ma tely seventy yards away t , sepa:pa ted from the 
young trees by a growth of flax and me.nuka. Only ' the d~ad , 
tops ' of these "bushes now show above the advanc:ing dune.-
The few patches of' pingao or marralllgrass that 
' still exist are .being d-estroyedfnot by dril'ting sanS!, but 
, by the 'erosion of the wind. The plant so(:m rais~saknOl1-
of sand, and tbe accllmulatiQn of sand accelerates its growth. 
The knoll becomes of such proportions tha,t It constitutes a 
solid obstacle to, t,h~ wind. • With the developm'eht ' of an 
eddy at :the base, a trough is, formed and the wind velocity 
expends itself at the b~see.nd sides. 'Wind scouring inereas-
es till the plant is undercut and it dies. When two plants 
are raised, tbe wind scotlI'S through the valle.y in between 
I 
I 
, I 
I 
! 
i 
Fig. 50. PINGAO PLANTS ON MOVING SAND 
Fig. 51. SAND ACCUMULATING ABOUT TF~ PLANT 
Fig. 52. AN EARLY STAGE IN WIND SCOURING. 
A trough has been formed at the base 
of the hillock. 
Figs. 50-55. WIND SCOLTRING OF P1l~TS Ui EXPOSED 
DUNE LOCATIONS. 
I· 
- --
~--- -
----
Fig. 54 LAT~~ STAGES 
Fig. 55. 
The upstanding hillock is 
open to wind erosion. 
LAST STAGE 
The wind is eating into the 
hill ock a t the base and s ide s1 and the plant at the top , wil 
soon be undercut . 
I 
, I 
I 
. ';. .. 
and cut~ into the knolls at the side~. :j: .~r:: ~.:he sand binding 
p~ants:foX'med a clos~ enough co'Ver,witb: :s6nfe ' prot~ction to 
windward Such erosion . would not be: soacti-ve. . On these 
sparsely ve~etated dunes, wi tb no prot~.eti:.,gri(,~~to w1~ward, 
- __ . -i,: : .~. _. '!, " . 
the growth of sand .binders 1s 1llereasinJi th.e .erosive power 
, 
. of:' the wind, and eventually causing their own destruction •. 
ptfficlal fixation with marram grass is necessal-y, ap,d :if 
.the . fqredun~ were extended to cover the a.rea, the sand would ." 
eventually be stabilised. 
, The' san,d ' is also 1.U1stable behind tha :r-o.redune in 
a. small privatelymmed block one mile north' of Waimair:i 
Beach.Thedune~ have not been planted inmar:ram. grass, 
but its the fora-dune is holding the sand blown in from the 
shore, soma marraIn and lupin have establisb~d themselves. 
These plahts are checking wide scale movement into the 
, 
plantations, but the planting of marram grass would ensure 
stabillt~. 
On the estuary spit in the sou.th, dunes near 
the sea are still in ·motion. The artificial foredune is 
not cont~nuad past South Brighton, and there has been no 
ntarram planted~ The natives pingao., tauhinu and the shore 
.. convo~vulus a·re the most co:m:mon dune plantp • Pingao growing 
on th$ beach 1s bui.lding sml;l,11 dunes and a natural foredune 
. is growing, but as yet it a.f.i'ords little protection. In . 
the extreme south some dunes twenty feet high are advancing 
into scrub. However the southerly winds have a clear 
--_._--- --- --.---- -- '-- .-- -- - ----
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approach -over the- estuary, and as t~e etfEl~ts or _the 
easta-rli-esand southerlies are here more clo-sely balanced, 
. l ' . 
- -
"mo-st d,unes are low, of complex shapes t .and, m(jv1ng in -d1ff ... 
er-ent -directions. 
with the easterly winds • 
• l, :-
- - ---~.-- -
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TEE UTILISATION OF IRE IrD[ER DUNES I ' \ 
. , ", ," 
The inner dunes are separai;ed rr~m the Seaward 
dunes by a drained swamp. As the dunes are of anc~ent 
origin, a close cover of vegetation had consolidated the 
sand before the settlement in 1850. With any d$,te:tioratlon , ' 
of the surface cover, though the sand may be, bared,-_ the ' 
, vegetation will soon re-establish itself' if gi'Y'en the opp-br-
tunity. The natural vegetation of manuka, l:iroom,wild 
irishman, and 'tussock has been replaced by numerous intro ... 
duced plants. 
are dominant. 
Among these, lupin, broom and gorse scrub 
The continuity -of the inner dUne belt is , 
broken in two places by the narrow floodplains _ o£th~ styx 
- 'f'.-, 
and the Avon Rivers, which divide it into th:ree separate 
blocks. The first between the styx and _the Wairnakarirl 
'Bivers· the second between the styx and the Avon Rivers", " 
, ,
the third between the Avon River and the estuary to the 
south. Interspersed among the dunes are extensive ,areas 
of flat loamy ground. 
, -
North of the ~tyx River, apart from two- pine . 
plantations, the dUnes are scrub covered. - They are -in some -
cases -grazed with cows from the dairy' farms situated on the -
- - ----=---, 
Fig. 57. DRUNEDSWAMP . SEPARATiNG THE ·nfflER 
DUNES FROM THE SEAWARD DUNES, 
NORTH B;!UQllTON. 
In winter, this area is often under water. 
. Fig. 58. THE LANDWARD MARGIN OF THE INNER 
. DUNES , BROMLEX. 
To theleft·of t he road ~ dunes, Bromley 
Cemetery. 
To the right of the road - flat loams, 
swampy in parts. 
--
---- --- ----
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low-lying land to the east and west, and among the dunes. 
South of the styx River, about the outskirts of Cbrlstchurch~ 
the .pattern of land use becomes complex and d·iversified. 
Small dairy farms and market gardens B.re locRted on the 
loarns among the dunes. In a few instances ~ gra.ss has been .' 
sown on dunes which now support reasonably heavy stocking. 
Settlement becomes closer, m-erging into t he outer suburbs 
of the City. Tillage is restricted to house gardens. Farm 
houses are often situated on dunes overlooking the low;..lying 
daf ry farms. In most eases however , the dunes are cover ed 
with scr ub among which there is some for aging f or s tock. 
Afforestation: 
Small plantati ons , some privately own-ed, are 
scattered through the area. 
stewarts Gully:, and Chaneys . 
The t wo largest blocks are at 
The plant a tions at stewar t s 
Gully are of f. radiat~, 18 and 12 years old. Prior' to 
planting, . the dunes were covered in dense gorse scrub, and 
the sand was well consolidated.. At Chaneys, the pines have 
been planted by the Christchurch City Council. A block of 
110G aeres of dunes between Chaneys and stewarts Gully was 
granted to the city in ·1880 for use as cattle yards, abbatoirs ~ 
and sewage disposal. As it was not required for these pur-
poses , ' the land was leaseq, out and gra zed with sheep. The 
vege tation of nat ive t Ussock, scrub, and i ntr oduced grasses 
became so seriously depleted, that in pl aces the bared sand 
- - -- - -
-_ .. _---- ----- -
Fig. 59. HOUSES ON OLD IDNES, 
LINViOOD. 
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Was in movement. In 1938 the City Council adopted a 
policy of taking 100 acres. a year trom the lease, to plant . 
, in 1:. radiata.. ' Though much of the \Tegetation had beenre-
moved, there was no J..a.rga ... scale movementa.s; a~EGttle Lake. 
The task " of planting was much slmpli.fi-ed , :/and ' there . are now . 
300 acres oT , young ' pines~ A shortage of labour has pre-
vented the extension o£ the planta'tion. 
Residential: 
The suburbs of -Christchurch are spreading over 
the dunes at Bromley, Mariui, and Burwood. It is perhaps 
preferable that the city should expand to the east, into 
this less va.luable land,than to the west into high class 
farming land. " .Much the same process is operating as at 
New Brighton, but the mere stable sand Can be '· made ' fertile 
in a very short time. The remnants of an older dune; ridge 
are still evident at Linwood, a suburb nearer -the city centre.' 
The long established suburban settlement has ot>scured the 
original outline of tbis ridge, but in places houses stand 
on dunes some 10 feet to 20 feet above the road o 
Scrub: 
, 
As amongst the seaward dunes , scrub has invaded 
waste tireas1 and among the ' inner dunes is areal1y the major 
dune cover. The sand is c~msO:lidated beneath the scrub, 
\ . 
1_ 
! , 
, I 
'--, -'-~-------
'Fig. 60. , AN ,lS11\ND ' OF GMSS:pf A SEA OF SCRUB. 
One of the small dairy farms on the outskirts of 
Christchureh., -Tha small flat a.mon~ the dunes has 
been cleared~I'assed, _1U1d TI.gw ca.!'J:'~es stock • 
. :-:. 
Fig o 0'1. -GRASSED Durms,- HaRWOOD. 
Fig. 62. 
Gently undulating dune3 now covered 
with ,a firm sole of pasture. 
CBANEYS AREA. 
; 
Overgrazing bared the sand and caused 
,instability ten years ago, but with the 
removal of the stock, scrub has returned. 
When labour is available, this area will 
' be afforested. 
'-
A9 
and in most cases, is under a layer of accumulated rillmus e 
. . . 
A few dairy farmers have 'enlarged their . gl'azing .by clearing 
the s"Cl"ub a.nd SOVJing grass., but the firm sole of pasture must 
be maint·ained to cOver . the sand and to prevent the retm'n ' of 
of· the scrub we-eds. The expense and labour·. involved in · 
- such. improvement has largely proved too much •. Most dunes 
( 
a,re left in scrub and cattle oeca.sion~.lly forage amongst the 
bushes. This intermittent grazing has caused no instability 
of consequence. Even between Chaneys and st~warts Gully, 
where ten years ago there ' was some instabili.tY, the remov£!l 
of the sheep has allowed- the scrub tore ... cover the dunes, and 
there is at present a dense covering of sc:!.'ub. In the 
inner dune belt there is little danger of mass instability, 
but at present these large areas of scrub are virtually 
waste. 
Cm!CLUSION , . 
. . ,,-
The coastlirie is progradirigas ' s~nd ' ca:iT~ed i . 
irit6 ·· the sea by the 'WaimakarildRiver is peirigthroWnup . 
onto the shore. With this advarlce, the ~oastal : ~:rea has · 
- ":',' 
developed a dis'tincti';e tOPfjgraphy' eonsisting ~ Or ' two ;maj6r . 
dune · ridges separated, by a swamp. . A similar sequence' 'o:f 
'.' . . , 
, 
:f'oredun$ and swamp ' existed ' wi t.hin the · iriaj or dline ri<;ge-s wlUch 
~ve been lIlouldedby the w:1nd . into a coniple:x: ~ ot ~dtine-s·.fdune 
/ 
hollows ' and . sw~p. . Ttl-e p-revalent.onshora: vrili:d 'ci!rried- th~ 
.. 
sand1nland,until the drift was halted by the grQwth of 
ve.getation. . Prior to lnterferenceby whitEf' settl~r :and 
introduced animal, the natural vege·tationo:f' . the dunes was 
. . . . - - ... 
well suited ' for its task of' first fixing" , and then co~ering 
' . the sand with a protective layer of' humus~ . - Tile growth of ' 
each species paved the way for a m6re varied · plant 'assoc-
iation. unwiseut-ilisationt as in many other. similar parts 
-of New Zealand, bas caused an inland drift or sand which is 
now checked. 
The effect of and problems attendant on OCCU-
' pation can-be considered from three major aspects as illllst-
J rat.ed in the region; close ' settlement, afforestatiop. and 
grazing. The township of lIJeVi Brighton is expanding along 
._----
• 
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the coast, and G~ty suburbs are extending ,eastwards on to 
Such , settlement ' has rapidlyconsblidated ths ' 
. . -:.. 
' sahd even close to the sea. Prot~cti va ' works have been " 
'. 
necessa:ry on: the beacn to prevent simd moving ' into the 
. built up d~strict·s. ·" 
, ' The ' plantations at Bottle, Lake show that even 
dunes exposed ,to seaward can be productive.: The success of 
, , 
all schemes of improvement in suc.hsituat'ibns 15 dependent 
on shelter to leeward. Prior to the building of tbefore'" 
dune. there was considerable difficulty in stabilising the 
dunes. Today, the only major region of instability' is 
without the proteetion of the foreduhEJ. It seems apparent 
that the construction of ru1 artificial foredune and the 
stabilisation of the dunes adjacent to the s~a should be a 
primary step in similar programmes of' utilisation. 
The planting of marram grass has , be:en only an 
interm~diate step towards productive utilisation, i.e., 
afforestation. stability is perm~..nent, a.s the regular 
alignment of pines, even when young, prevents the raising of 
plant hillocks ~f sand, open to wind erosion. With the 
accumulation of pine needles beneath the trees, a cover of 
' loam is ueveloping. Owing to the fast growth of l.radiata, 
afforestatlqn becomesecont;>mic in a comparatively short time , 
but as the initial capital outlay is high, large scale 
plan~ing seems a local body or state enterprise. 
Continual grazing, especially of sheep, on dunes 
\ 
," ": 
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in an exposed location has caused instabil:.f't;yand the sub-
sequent mass inland 1nove~ent of sand. - EVehonthe 'more 
- .;. 
stable dunes at Chaneys" two m11e~,:rfrom ·the sea; .thegraz,ing 
. :~~ . " ," '-'.- . '. . 
of sheep caused a serious d~ter~ora:'tiori i:p;;>~li~ plant cover, 
, . . .~~.:.:;: .,:, :.:; .-~ .. ' 
vegetation has returned, The only dUnes that are-reasonably 
productive and still stable under stock are those .. that have 
. ~-~ . -
, , 
.peen grassed • They s:re situated among the intierdunes, 
. . It appears that the development . 'and maintenance 
~, - ': . -
ofa clos~ grass cover sh0'l11d be .· aness'ential ' pre,-requ!si te 
t . • . .' . 
to successful grazing. The seed can 'b~ .. soWn :on as_lightly 
stirred surface in ·the wint~rmorith$. A 's,uita ble baSic ,:~~ 
. . 
grass would be subte:rranean clover-,. and tb.;us initial growth 
is ass~ed when weather conditions are tmfav.ourable for in-
stability. + Saxby hasshown ~by his eXJ!erip1~n'~s in Otago, 
that a mixture of grasses like YOl'ks?ir~~/':'~~g, e<:>cks!qot and 
. . .' );, ' ", . 
, sorrel, . associa.t ed 'with Mavy phoSPhatic:,fnanul>ing, ' can gain i 
a :toothold.;here should be no, graz1ngfor-at least a year, I 
while t he grasses ~ec,emeestablisheaandf:Qrma. close ~ard. I 
Thereafter ' the ' dUn~s ' should be grazed :Qilly in. ' the 'winter 
months, when any openings in ' thegras-s ' sole ' will be less 
+ Saxby, S. E.: ' The Grassing of Maritime Dune Country 
in otago. L 
--_._-- --- -
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liable to sprea,d. Cattle .are preferable to sheep as- they 
would help to consolidate the sand underneath'. 
The possibility of the sl1ccessful grazing of 
dunes under these condi tions is dependent on the .degree of . 
exposure to wind force. 
critical -factor. Shelter from the wind :andcareful main-
...j . 
tenance would be essential, as even small openings intne 
sward might result in movement. Grazing would be possible" 
behind the' shelter of pille plantations, or within epen 
. I 
spaces among the trees. On the innel' dune s. however, many 
, 
of the areas now covered with scrub could be cleared and 
juxtaposition of fl • • sown. The swamp and dunes makes a catt~~ 
grazing rotation possible. The dunes cow be- grazed in · 
winter when the low-lYing land is often .under water, and 
rested in summer when the cattle are moved on to the f l ats. 
In the region studied, there is some scope for 
more efficientutilisat1on. Affore·station could be extended 
to occupy many of the waste scrub dunes, es·pecially among 
the seaward dUnes and among the inner dunes to the north. 
A.bout the outskirts of Christchurch, many of thE~ "Scrub dunes 
could be .cleared and grazed in conjunction with the dairy 
farms already established on the loam flats. In New Zealand 
1 
i 
t~ere are today large areas of coastal dunes. Many of these 
regions are considered as waste, to be ignored if they provide 
no threat to better land. Schemes of improvement, aiming 
first at fixation and then at prOductive utilisation a r e 
Possible, especially i1' once again there +'~ a sUpply of 
idle labour as in the 1930's • 
. i 
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